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When things go bump in the night and you don’t know who to turn
to. Who are you least likely to call, The Western Incorporeal
Troupe?
Did you know that Portland Oregon is one of the United States ten most haunted states?
The writer, director, and producer of the film Travis Noles with a lifelong love of all things
related to Ghostbusters and a passion for the paranormal, he is delighted to present his comedy
short “Incorporeal Stalkers The Story of T.W.I.T.” Quote: “The paranormal and ghost has been
something I’ve been fascinated in since I was a kid growing up in Scholls Oregon where I was
raised. It has always been a part of my life and it was great to finally make a film about this
topic. I was glad I even got to use the Kinton grange hall for my film! I had my choirs there and
had been going there since I was a child.”
This mockumentary explores the issues facing the western incorporeal troupe or
T.W.I.T. for short as they leave public access and are picked up by the Comedy Channel. Their
fearless leader, Nedward Grabenhorst enthusiastically pursues his passion while failing to see the
true spiritual events happening around him. Ned’s goal is to prove the existence of ghosts, but
will his new interns and show getting picked up by a major cable network get in the way of his
goal?
Portland, OR, December 2010 – Will be the release of Incorporeal Stalkers at the
Hollywood theatre and the Kinton Grange Hall. For additional information please visit our
website at www.thewesternincorporealtroupe.com and to screen the trailer. Or contact me via email at ecto83@gmail.com for a screener copy of the short. On the website you will find any
other information on the film or crew and will find a link to the teaser trailer of the film. There
are also many other links on the website showing what influenced or related to what Incorporeal
Stalkers is all about.
-END-

The Story of T.W.I.T.

This documentary explores the issues facing the western incorporeal
troupe or T.W.I.T. for short as they leave public access and are picked up
by the Comedy Channel. Their fearless leader, Nedward Grabenhorst
enthusiastically pursues his passion while failing to see the true spiritual
events happening around him. Ned’s goal is to prove the existence of
ghosts, but will his new interns and show getting picked up by a major
cable network get in the way of his goal?
Heralded as a unique mockumentary on the subject of paranormal investigations,
“Incorporeal Stalkers The Story of T.W.I.T.” has already delighted audiences. With a
refreshing blend of ironic comedic moments and eye catching visual effects, this is a
short hard to miss.
“Dowsing rods have never been this entertaining!” Courtney Hermann, DFV instructor at The
Art Institute of Portland

“Ghost Hunters won’t know what hit them!” Blakesley Clapp, DFV instructor at The Art Institute of
Portland
PRESENTED BY TRAVIS NOLES * DIRECTED BY TRAVIS NOLES
T.E.N PRODUCTIONS STARRING JASON COPE * STEPHAIE CUTLER
* SETH NOLES * DEIDRE ADAMS
SPECIAL APPEARANCES
BY TWIT GIRLS COURTNI ANDERSON & TIFFANY MASTERSON
1ST ASST DIRECTOR - SCOTT CUTLER * SOUND BY JAKE AHRENS

Crew bios for “INCORPOREAL STALKERS”
The Story of T.W.I.T
Writer/ director/ producer/ editor: Travis Noles
A graduate of The Art Institute of Portland’s digital film and video major, Travis is an
accomplished producer and camera operator. This film was his first opportunity to direct a large
production for which he accomplished with great affection for the subject matter.

Assistant director/ audio recording/ EMT: Scott Cutler
Just like many on this film, Scott provided many of the supporting function behind the scenes as
well as a non-speaking role. As a former EMT he brought authenticity to the scenes involving
the use of an actual ambulance.

Cowriter/ visual effects/ lead actor: Jason Cope
Currently a student of The Art Institute of Portland’s digital film and video major, Jason is an
artist of many mediums. This was his first major acting role for which he has proved that he can
deliver a uniquely comedic performance as Nedward Grabenhorst.

Co-star: Stephanie Cutler
Wife of Scott Cutler and also involved in the field of medicine, Stephanie steals the show as the
loud mouth wife Rebecca. Playing Nedward’s wife she created the explosive tension in true
comedic timing and fashion.

Prop master/ actor: Seth Noles
An apparel design student at The Art Institute of Portland, Seth is a conceptual visionary.
Besides bringing great sarcasm to the role of Hank Bannister, he was responsible of the many
props and location details that brought the story to life.

Actress: Deidre Adams
Majoring in English, Deidre may seem to be a more intellectual person than the flower child
Daisy Keaton she portrays. In reality the role was created with Deidre’s personality in mind so it
was closer to type casting rather than character performance.

Makeup artist/ Actress: Jennifer Ballard
A beautician at Super Cuts in Tanasbourne Oregon, Jennifer is a high spirited personality. Not
only performing the role of T.W.I.T. girl Courtni Perkins she pulled double duty and provided the
beauty makeups for herself and.

Actress: Katie Palmer
Also an apparel design student at The Art Institute of Portland, Katie created an intoxicating
performance for the role of Tiffany Masters.

Target audience for “INCORPOREAL

STALKERS”

The Story of T.W.I.T.

With “Incorporeal Stalkers” being a science fiction comedy short, we are
primarily looking at appealing to an audience of 15-29 year old males as our
primary demographic. With the inclusion of three female roles we think that
women in the 18-25 years of age to be drawn to this film. Fans of Sci-Fi,
Ghostbusters, paranormal investigations, documentary, comedy, and special effects
should be interested in “Incorporeal Stalkers”.

Festival campaign for “Incorporeal Stalkers”
The Story of T.W.I.T
“Incorporeal Stalkers: The Story of TWIT” directed by Travis Noles, running time 8min.
This is a mockumentary about Nedward Grabenhourst and his team of paranormal investigators
known as The Western Incorporeal Troup, or T.W.I.T. They are followed by a documentary film
maker as they investigate the haunted Scholls Kinton Grange social hall. In the process they
witness more ghostly activity than even the T.W.I.T. team is aware of.
With this film being an eight minute mockumentary on the subject of paranormal
investigations we started our focus on first tier festivals as most have a very broad number of
programmable subjects. So it will be submitted to Sundance, Cannes, and Tribeca to have an
opportunity for high recognition of this film. Closer to home it would be submitted to the Faux
Film Festival at the Portland Hollywood theater where it was first debuted. The next festivals
such as The L.A. Comedy Shorts, Mockfest, and The WORLD of COMEDY will be approached
for their focus on comedies. Lastly we turn our attentions to festival that are either more general
in film appreciation or have a focus that we have included an element of in the film. International
Scientific Film Festival was selected for this because of the use of scientific equipment
highlighted in the film.
Sundance Film Festival
http://www.sundance.org/festival/
When you think of international acclaim for film work in festivals the name Sundance
stands out. They are a non-profit that focuses on the exhibition and promoting of the next great
film makers. Deadline for this year’s submissions is September 2, 2011.
Festival de Cannes
http://www.festival-cannes.com/en.html
With much of the same interests as Sundance, Cannes is a powerhouse for international
films. Celebrating films and their creators, Cannes is a mecca for films of almost every subject
matter. Deadline for this year’s submissions was March 11, 2011.
Tribeca Film Festival
http://www.tribecafilm.com/
The purpose of the festival is to provide artists with unique platforms to expand the
audience for their films. They greatly expand the ability of consumers to experience new
independent films. Deadline for this year’s submissions was January 10, 2011.
Faux Film Festival
http://www.fauxfilm.com/faux_2011/faux_home.htm
They only seem to have the desire to create a viewing opportunity for comedies that
focus on making fun of other actual media. Deadline for this year’s submissions is October 31,
2011.

The L.A. Comedy Shorts Film Festival
http://www.lacomedyshorts.com/
This festival is designed to help writers and film makers of comedies get exposure for
their work. It is a networking tool for those trying to get into the business of comedy production.
Deadline for this year’s submissions was November 3, 2010
Mockfest: the Mockumentary Film Festival
http://www.mockfilmfest.com/

The only topic this festival covers is comedic mockumentary. It accepts submissions
from all over the world with only the interest of seeing normal topics turned on their ears.
Deadline for this year’s submissions is June 30, 2011
The WORLD of COMEDY FILM FESTIVAL
http://www.worldcomedyfilmfest.com/
As the name suggests, this is an international festival for the films of a comedic nature.
Also they provide support to promote film makers and create a marketplace for the distribution
of comedies. Deadline for this year’s submissions in June 2011.
Palm Springs International ShortFest and Film Market
http://www.psfilmfest.org/
A non-profit organization, the festivals mission is to cultivate and promote the art and
science of film through education and cross-cultural awareness. Deadline for this year’s
submissions was April 4, 2011.
International Scientific Film Festival
http://www.caid.gr/isffa/index.html
Primarily this is a festival dedicated to exposing the general public to scientific subjects
that they would not otherwise be aware of. They also accept submissions related to fake science
and nonexistent technologies. Deadline for this year’s submissions was April 30, 2011.
Zero Film Festival
http://www.zerofilmfest.com/
This festival is dedicated to the promotion of self-financed film makers that tend to be
overlooked. They don’t accept submissions that have any kind of studio backing. Deadline for
this year’s submissions in Toronto is June 29, 2011.

Internet distribution for “Incorporeal Stalkers”
The Story of T.W.I.T.
Short of the Week:
http://www.shortoftheweek.com/
This site is all about the high end, award winning shorts that even include some
famous actors and actresses. They accept films that have not been exhibited anywhere
else and then decide if it is content they wish to show. If we are to consider this site for
internet distribution we would have to submit to it first for a chance to be accepted. They
also focus on getting good shorts seen by their industry connects to help promote your
film. This site does not do profit sharing with the film makers that exhibit their work on
the site.

Atom Films:
http://www.atom.com/
This is primarily a site for animated and comedy shorts, but there are some
dramatic ones still left. If you register with the site you can just upload your video like on
YouTube. Comedy Central has purchased the site and converted it to expand to
multiple digital platforms. The site would be ideal to get exposure for this kind of
mockumentary as many of the elements of the short will already have a fan base at the
site. It is not a profit sharing site; however they do promote content creation for series
by funding select film maker’s projects.

Nice Shorts:
http://www.niceshorts.com.au/
This is an Australian short films site but they show films from all over the world.
They show content from multiple categories of genre. You can register and then upload
your film for free and they are non-exclusive in their content. Although they do not do
profit sharing with film makers, they do create and exhibit additional content about the
film makers and their films. It gives fans of your film a chance to see behind the scenes
footage and interviews with people involved with the films. This is another great
opportunity to expose to an international audience.

DVD distribution for “Incorporeal Stalkers”
The Story of T.W.I.T.
Createspace:
www.createspace.com
As a provider of tools to manufacture and distribute DVDs of any content I feel
that this would be an excellent way of creating revenue from our film. As they are an
Amazon.com company it helps maximize the customer base available for this short to
be found and purchased. Our short will become visible as people search related films
which adds to potential sales. It is especially helpful that the product can be sold
through the films official website as well for fans that are specific to this genre.

Film Baby:
www.filmbaby.com
Film Baby focus is on independent filmmakers that work on low budget projects.
They accept a vast number of film topics and provide a searchable marketplace for your
films. They claim to be non-exclusive in the agreements with artists, artist friendly. And
with straight percentage from DVD sales going to the film maker we will have better
returns on our investment. As we have already created all the materials associated with
our film we need only purchase replicated copies of our short to package and submit to
Film Baby.

Other distribution outlets for “Incorporeal Stalkers”
The Story of T.W.I.T.
As originally planned for this film we intend to showcase it at the Kinton Grange
hall in Scholls Oregon where much of the location shooting was done. As a social hall
frequented by locals from that area there is an interest in seeing a film based on their
home town.
We had also planned to turn this into a web series that could be viewed and
purchased from our website. There is the possibility of using the sales of the previous
episodes to fund the upcoming ones to grow a fan base.
Part of the plot for “Incorporeal Stalkers” involves the main character starting his
show on a public access channel. I propose scheduling a limited number of broadcasts
of the film on the Portland Community Media cable channels.
We could contact one of the networks that air programs such as “Ghost Hunters”
and see if they would be interested in pairing the film with an episode of the show. Even
make a series of parody shorts that pokes fun at the other shows they air.
I would like to approach local groups such as the “Northwest Paranormal
Investigations”. See if this kind of film would be of interest to their members as well as
other investigative groups they are connected with.

